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The recent auctions of spectrum in the 1800MHz and 900MHz bands in Thailand were an
important step in the replacement of the traditional concession system with a more modern
spectrum allocation framework. Marred by legal challenges and conducted in the form of
unprecedented round-the-clock bidding marathons, the auctions produced high licence prices.
Since completion, one of the winners of 900MHz spectrum has defaulted on its licence fee and the
spectrum has been returned for re-auction, so the process has clearly not been an unmitigated
success.
This paper looks at the background to the Thai awards and their outcome, and identifies some of
the flaws that are likely to be responsible for the outcome and that could have been avoided.

1 Introduction
Auctions have become the standard method for allocating radio spectrum – largely because
a well-designed auction is likely to allocate valuable public resources efficiently. In an
auction spectrum will end up with users who value it most highly, which should promote
efficiency (provided that bidders cannot try to reduce downstream competition) and ensure
that spectrum users pay the opportunity cost of access through their licence fees. In
addition, modern auction formats allow regulators to restrict feasible outcomes to those that
achieve specific policy objectives such as improving broadband coverage.
Thailand has also been moving from its concessionary regime to a system of allocating
spectrum rights via auction. The recent, long-delayed auctions of spectrum in the 1800MHz
and 900MHz band were the first awards in which spectrum from expired concession
arrangements was offered in a competitive bidding process. They attracted attention not
only because of the slightly peculiar bidding arrangements, but also for the high prices
achieved, and the fact that one of the established mobile operators lost out to a fixed line
operator without any mobile business.
Whilst the Thai regulator proclaimed the auctions a success, there have been widespread
concerns about the high licence prices and a potentially negative impact on downstream
competition and ultimately consumers. The potential new mobile entrant, Jas, has been
reported to be struggling to raise funds to pay the enormous sums it bid for in the auction1

1
New 4G auction? No bank loan for Jasmine?, Bangkok Post, 29/02/2016:
http://www.bangkokpost.com/print/844932/
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and eventually missed the deadline for the payment of its licence fee. Jas’s default on its
licence fee payment resulted in the return of the spectrum to NBTC to be re-auctioned.2
This casts a long shadow on the efficiency of the allocation outcome and appropriateness of
the design and implementation of these auctions by NBTC. In this paper, we examine what
has gone wrong and look at some of the lessons we can learn from the Thai 900MHz and
1800MHz auctions.
We begin in Section 2 by setting out some background to the auction and explaining the
difficulties faced by operators in acquiring access to spectrum in Thailand, which explains
the now-or-never mentality that might have characterised participation in the 900MHz and
1800MHz auctions. We also discuss NBTC’s design and its approach to packaging spectrum
and implementing the auctions, which might not have been conducive to rational decision
making. We then review the auction outcome in Section 3, comparing the Thai prices to
international benchmarks and discussing some of the market developments post-auction.
Finally, in Section 4 we summarise the lessons that can be learnt from the Thai auctions.

2 Challengers faced by bidders
2.1 Background
Since the 1980s, a private operator who wished to run a telecoms business in Thailand would
have to seek access to relevant spectrum bands from state owned telecom service providers
- Communications Authority of Thailand (CAT) or the Telephone Organisation of Thailand
(TOT) through a “Build-Transfer-Operate” (BTO) concession.3
At the turn of the millennium, as part of plans to liberalise the sector, new legislation (The
Organisation Act and The Telecoms Act) was put in place to establish an independent
industry regulator, the Office of the National Broadcasting and Telecommunications
Commission (NBTC), who would be responsible for spectrum allocation, with mobile
spectrum intended to be allocated via auction. Specifically, under the new legislative
framework, once a BTO concession expires, the spectrum would be returned to NBTC, who is
then obliged under Section 45 of the (updated) Organisation Act 2010 to allocate this
spectrum via auction.
After overcoming several legal hurdles and delays, NBTC successfully auctioned off spectrum
for the first time under the new legislative framework in 2012, awarding 3G spectrum to
True, AIS and DTAC.
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JAS 4G default makes history, Bangkok Post, 22/03/2016:
http://www.bangkokpost.com/news/general/905732/jas-4g-default-makes-history
3

The concession would be for a fixed period where in exchange for access to spectrum, the private company
would build a network, then transfer ownership of this network to the body issuing the concession (TOT or CAT)
and subsequently operate a telecoms service, paying TOT or CAT an annual concession fee defined as a certain
percentage of its telecom revenues earned.
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Following this auction, the NBTC had planned to offer the spectrum in the 1800MHz band
from True Move’s and DPC’s concessions with CAT4 (which had expired in 2013) and the
900MHz spectrum from AIS’ concession with TOT in the 900MHz band5 (which expired in
2015) in mid 2014. The planned auctions garnered considerable interest from the mobile
operators as they presented a rare opportunity to gain direct access to key mobile bands and
boost their spectrum holdings.
Expectations continued to build further as these auctions were delayed several times and
key aspects of the awards, including the reserve prices and spectrum that would be on offer,
also changed in the run up to the auctions. In particular, the available spectrum for the
1800MHz auction was changed just a week before the scheduled start of the auction.
The auctions did eventually take place towards the end of 2015. Bidders had to participate
onsite at NBTC’s premises and were not allowed to leave the premises until the end of each
auction.6
•

•

The 1800MHz auction was scheduled for the 11th November 2015 and not expected
to last past the end of the day. The three existing mobile operators (AIS, DTAC and
True) along with fixed line incumbent, Jas, took part and DTAC stopped bidding
quite early on with its highest bid at THB17,504 million. This could possibly reflect
that DTAC did not have a huge interest in 1800MHz spectrum (given its continued
access to concessionary 1800MHz spectrum) and potentially also that it expected to
be able to win 900MHz spectrum in the subsequent auction. AIS, True and Jas then
continued to compete pushing prices above NBTC’s estimated value of spectrum
(THB19.89 billion) by the afternoon of the first day of bidding. With excess demand
still unresolved at the close of business, NBTC decided in an emergency meeting to
extend the bidding schedule, requiring bidders, without any prior notice, to continue
bidding through the night without any sleep breaks (though a half hour dinner break
was granted).7 The auction continued for 86 rounds (33 hours of bidding) before Jas
dropped out with a final bid of THB38,996 million and excess demand across both
lots was resolved.
The 900MHz auction process was supposed to follow immediately after the 1800MHz
but was pushed back by a month with “preventing collusion” and “alleviating cash
flow problems” from having to participate in two auctions so close to each other
cited as possible reasons for the delay. 8 The auction eventually then started on 15th

4

CAT has BTO concessions with Total Access Communications (DTAC), and previously had concessions with True
Move (previously TA Orange) and Digital Phone Co (DPC), now owned by AIS. Under these concessions, True
Move had access to 2x12.5MHz of 1800MHz from 1996 until 2013; DPC had access to 2x12.5MHz of 1800MHz
from 1996 until 2013. DTAC has access to 2x10MHz of 850MHz and approximately 2x49.8MHz of 1800MHz from
1991 until 2018.
5

TOT had a BTO concession with Advance Info Services (AIS) for 2x17.5MHz of 900MHz spectrum. The concession
began in 1990 and expired in 2015.
6

Bidders were effectively locked up at NBTC’s premise in individual bidding “suites" and could not leave their
suites even for medical emergencies nor to offer alms to monks on Buddhist moon day (see Thailand plans for 3day 900-MHz auction. Telecomasia.net, 14/12/2015: http://www.telecomasia.net/content/thailand-plans-3-day900-mhz-auction?page=1; Thai auction reaches $3.6b, enters fourth day, Telecomasia.net, 18/12/2015:
http://www.telecomasia.net/content/thai-900-auction-reaches-36b-enters-fourth-day
7

Thai 4G bid goes through the night, Telecomasia.net, 12th November 2015:
http://www.telecomasia.net/content/thai-4g-bid-goes-through-night;
8

Thai 900-MHz auction delayed a month, Telecomasia.net, 03/11/2015:
http://www.telecomasia.net/blog/content/thai-900-mhz-auction-delayed-month
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December. The NBTC planned for a 3-day auction with round-the-clock bidding
schedule remaining a feature (but this time announced prior to the start of the
auction and with a three-hour sleep break for each auction day). The same four
bidders participated in the 900MHz auction. Bidding continued for 198 exhausting
rounds (almost 66 hours of bidding) before excess demand was eventually resolved
and concluded just after midnight on 19th December. The bidding process was so
intense that the on-site doctor was called in to give bidders a medical examination
after 48 hours of bidding. Towards the end of the auction, AIS reportedly ordered a
round of beers to their bidding room before eventually dropping out of the auction,
bringing bidding to a close.9
There were three winners across both auctions – True, the smallest operator in the market
with just over a fifth of mobile subscribers won both a 900MHz and 1800MHz licence while
market leader AIS won the other 1800MHz licence and fixed line incumbent Jas won the
other 900MHz licence, opening the door for entry into the mobile market. Mobile
incumbent DTAC, failed to win any licences. The licence fees in these auctions far exceed
expectations, raising a total of nearly THB233 billion (around USD 6.5 billion) in auction
revenues for state coffers. This is more than three times NBTC’s own estimate of the value of
the spectrum concerned.10 The 900MHz licence prices in particular, are substantially higher
than licence prices of comparable sub-1GHz spectrum achieved in other countries, and
arguably the highest ever paid for a national licence of comparable size (see Section 3.1).
The 1800MHz prices on a per MHz basis were almost six times of the price of the 2100MHz
spectrum auctioned by NBTC in 2012.11

2.2 Lack of clarity over future access to spectrum
Compared with operators in other countries, Thai mobile operators face relatively tight
spectrum constraints. Prior to these scheduled auctions AIS had access to just 30MHz
(2x15MHz) of 2.1GHz spectrum (excluding its 900MHz concession with TOT, which was to be
returned to NBTC for auction). True and DTAC had access to 60MHz and 100MHz of
spectrum across various mobile frequency bands respectively (including their existing
unexpired concession agreements with CAT).
By comparison the average spectrum endowment of operators in Europe and in the US is
150MHz (see GSMA Latin America, Licence Renewal in Latin America, February 2014).
Similarly, operators in neighbouring Singapore (which, like Thailand, is a three-operator
market) hold around 150MHz while those in Hong Kong (which is a four-operator market)
hold just over 105MHz.
In addition, mobile operators in Thailand often lack clarity over future access to spectrum.
Spectrum auctions have in the past repeatedly been delayed or cancelled because of
9
Who are real winners of 900MHz auction?, The Nation, 21/15/2015:
http://www.nationmultimedia.com/business/Who-are-real-winners-of-900MHz-auction-30275326.html
10
NBTC estimated the value of 900MHz and 1800MHz spectrum for the purpose of setting reserve prices in the
auctions. It estimated the value of a 1800MHz licence (2x15MHz) to be THB19.89 billion and that of a 900MHz
licence (2x10MHz) to be THB 16.08 billion, setting reserve prices for the auctions at 80% of these estimated values
respectively.
11

The 2100MHz auction in Thailand awarded three 2x15MHz licences to AIS, DTAC and True for an average of
THB0.46 billion per MHz (NBTC, The result of 2100 MHz spectrum auction, 2012) compared with a per MHz price
of THB2.69 billion in the 1800MHz auction (NBTC, The result of 1800 MHz spectrum auction, 2015).
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political changes or as a result of legal challenges raised by TOT and CAT. It is also unclear
whether spectrum will continue to be assigned by NBTC via auction or whether operators
will have to continue to seek access through concessionary deals with TOT and CAT (and if
so, for how long). Thailand has also notably been slower than other countries in assigning
new spectrum bands (such as the 700MHz band) for mobile broadband use - Thailand is one
of only two counties in Asia Pacific that have yet to adopt the APT700 band plan. While
analogue switch-off in Thailand has been scheduled for 2018, no official statement has been
made by the NBTC on whether 700MHz spectrum would be allocated for mobile broadband
use.
Mobile spectrum assignment in Thailand is unique in that historically the government was
not responsible for assigning mobile spectrum. Although the Ministry of Transport and
Communication regulated the telecoms industry, a private operator could gain access to
spectrum only via BTO concessionary deals with either TOT or CAT.
While the new legislative framework aimed at liberalising the sector sought to move away
from such arrangements, TOT and CAT have been reluctant to give up control of spectrum.
Their protests against NBTC’s plans to auction spectrum have caused delays to such awards
and forced operators to enter into new deals to secure spectrum through further
concessionary arrangements.
In the run up to the 900MHz and 1800MHz auctions for instance, TOT and CAT threatened
legal action to hold up the process. In September 2015, TOT’s union demonstrated against
the 900MHz auction with the union’s president claiming that NBTC had no legal right to
auction off the frequencies.12 At the beginning of November, TOT also filed an injunction
request against the 900MHz auction.13 It was not until TOT was given 60MHz of 2.3GHz
spectrum for a concessionary period of ten years and a soft loan of THB 5 billion
(approximately USD140 million) by the state to launch an LTE network that it backed down14
(including eventually ignoring reported calls from the Thai Ombudsman just days before the
start of the 900MHz auction to file an injunction against the NBTC).15
In the 1800MHz band, the expired concessions freed up two blocks of 2x12.5MHz for auction.
The remaining spectrum was held by DTAC under a concessionary deal with CAT. DTAC’s
existing 1800MHz frequency holdings fragmented the available spectrum for auction into
two, non-contiguous 2x12.5MHz chunks - not ideal for LTE. In order to be able to offer two
2x15MHz licences NBTC entered into agreements with DTAC and CAT. CAT relinquished
2x5MHz of unused DTAC-concessionary spectrum (which it claimed back from DTAC) and
DTAC relocated its existing frequencies in exchange for being allowed to run LTE in its
existing frequencies. These negotiations carried on right through to November 2015, with
CAT threatening to sue for an injunction to take back the 2x5MHz it initially relinquished in

12
TOT union demonstrates to protest against the 900 MHz 4G auction, Thai PBS, 22/09/2015:
http://englishnews.thaipbs.or.th/tot-union-demonstrates-to-protest-against-the-900-mhz-4g-auction
13
Thai 4G bid goes through the night, Telecomasia.net, 12th November 2015:
http://www.telecomasia.net/content/thai-4g-bid-goes-through-night
14
Thai 4G Watch: CAT’s Game Plan, Telecomasia.net, 09/11/2015: http://www.telecomasia.net/blog/content/thai4g-watch-cats-game-plan
15
Thailand plans for 3-day 900-MHz auction. Telecomasia.net, 14/12/2015:
http://www.telecomasia.net/content/thailand-plans-3-day-900-mhz-auction?page=1
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the process16 and were resolved only a week before the scheduled start of the 1800MHz
auction. This meant that bidders faced uncertainty over what spectrum would be available
in the band and had only one week to finalise their valuations and strategies for the
1800MHz auction. Despite having come to an agreement in the run up to the award, CAT
still filed an injunction against the NBTC a day before the start of the 1800MHz auction.17
Constant threats of injunctions from CAT and TOT are likely to be a key factor explaining
NBTC’s decision to resort to round-the-clock bidding in a race against time to complete the
auctions before CAT/TOT might have halted proceedings.
In addition to causing delays to spectrum auctions, TOT and CAT have often tried to squeeze
more concession revenues out of the mobile operators and to disrupt rollout of their services
and non-concessionary networks. For instance, after TOT’s 2.3GHz concessionary spectrum
was granted, it reportedly demanded THB100 billion from AIS “in compensation for
amendments to its concession”, potentially in relation to developing TOT’s 2.3GHz service
(given AIS’s 900MHz concession with TOT expired in September 2015).18 CAT reportedly
requested that DTAC not be allowed to run LTE on its 1800MHz spectrum as a condition of its
negotiations with NBTC over relinquishing for auction the 2x5MHz of 1800MHz spectrum it
had claimed back from DTAC for being unused.
One of the reasons why TOT and CAT have been able to delay spectrum auctions fairly
regularly is that the legal authority of the regulator in Thailand to auction spectrum has not
always been clear. The 3G auction originally planned for 2010 was cancelled because of an
injunction filed by the CAT just a day before the scheduled start, delaying the allocation of
3G licences by two years. CAT alleged that the auction planned by the then regulator, the
National Telecommunications Commission, was unconstitutional. It took an update of the
Organisation Act (The NBTC Act of 2010) and the establishment of a new regulator (the
NBTC) before the regulator’s authority over assigning spectrum via auction could be
established and the 3G auction could be completed in 2012.
Even so, legal issues appear to bedevil the assignment of spectrum in Thailand. For example,
the agreements between NBTC and DTAC and CAT in the run up to the 1800MHz auction
were on shaky ground because it is unclear whether DTAC can technically swap frequencies
to defragment the band when spectrum trading is prohibited in Thailand. This means that
NBTC could have been auctioning off spectrum that it had no legal authority to assign via
auction, opening up the constant threat of litigation.19
Adding to legal uncertainty, the 1800MHz and 900MHz auctions were delayed several times
from their initial scheduled start in mid-2014 because of political changes following the

16

Thai 900-MHz auction delayed a month, Telecomasia.net, 03/11/2015:
http://www.telecomasia.net/blog/content/thai-900-mhz-auction-delayed-month
17

Thai 4G bid goes through the night, Telecomasia.net, 12th November 2015:
http://www.telecomasia.net/content/thai-4g-bid-goes-through-night
18

Thai 900-MHz auction delayed a month, Telecomasia.net, 03/11/2015:
http://www.telecomasia.net/blog/content/thai-900-mhz-auction-delayed-month
19

Legal uncertainty appears to permeate the sector more widely. For example, CAT previously had rolled out a
3G network using its 850MHz concessionary spectrum without a licence to do so. While this is still being
investigated by the national anti-corruption commission and auditor general investigations for corruption, CAT
reportedly got permission and funding from the ICT Ministry to upgrade this network to 4G nonetheless (see
Buyer’s remorse and Thailand’s 900MHz auction, Telecomasia.net, 05/02/2016:
http://www.telecomasia.net/blog/content/buyers-remorse-and-thailands-900-mhz-auction?src=related)
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military coup in the spring of 2014. The ruling military junta pushed plans for the auctions
back by a year and it was not until late August 2015 that the NBTC announced plans for the
900MHz and 1800MHz auctions in November 2015.20
Overall, the change in legal framework and the completion of the 3G auction in 2012
demonstrates some resolve on the part of the Thai government to move to auctions for the
allocation spectrum, replacing the control of TOT and CAT over the mobile market. However
the experience in the run-up to the 1800MHz and 900MHz auctions may have caused
operators to take a more pessimistic view of the prospect for future spectrum auctions.
The political uncertainty in Thailand also calls into question whether NBTC will continue to
have the authority to assign spectrum via auction. For instance, there are plans for a new
Digital Economy Commission and Digital Economy Act that would allow for some (noncommercial) spectrum allocation responsibilities (though it is not clear which) to be taken
away from the NBTC and hand this back to the government, and possibly back into the
hands of TOT and CAT.21
Facing considerable uncertainty over the next opportunity for access to prime mobile
spectrum will be, how much spectrum will be available or even in which bands, bidders
might have seen the 900MHz and 1800MHz auctions as unique opportunities for acquiring
spectrum. They are likely to have entered the auction with a view that it was ‘now-or-never’
that they could acquire spectrum. This is poignantly reflected in three out of four bidders in
the 900MHz auction rejecting NBTC’s offer on the penultimate day of the auction to extend
the sleep breaks after the marathon auction had carried on for longer than expected.22
Bidders (as well as NBTC) appear to have wanted to complete the process before it could be
derailed by further intervention, potentially resulting in the opportunity disappearing
forever.

2.3 Auction design
In this sub-section, we review some of the design and implementation decisions of the NBTC
and look at the challenges for bidders participating in the auction and whether NBTC’s
design choices were fit for purpose. NBTC’s objectives for the 900MHz and 1800MHz awards
were to achieve “the most” efficient allocation of spectrum; to ensure free and fair
competition in the mobile market; and to achieve revenues for the state for the use of a
scarce public resource. 23

20

Thai military government delays 4G bandwidth auction by a year, Reuters, 18/07/2014:
http://www.reuters.com/article/thailand-telecomunications-idUSL4N0PT1HV20140718
21

Thailand’s tortuous road to 4G, Telecomasia.net, 15/06/2015:
http://www.telecomasia.net/blog/content/thailands-torturous-road-4g
22

Thai auction reaches $3.6b, enters fourth day, Telecomasia.net, 18/12/2015:
http://www.telecomasia.net/content/thai-900-auction-reaches-36b-enters-fourth-day
23

Settapong Malisuwan et al, 2016, Licensing of Spectrum for Mobile Services in the Frequency Band of 900MHz in
Thailand, International Journal for Innovative Research in Science & Technology, Vol 2 Issue 08, ISSN (online):
2349-6010.
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Spectrum packaging and sequential auctions

NBTC decided to auction off 2x20MHz of 900MHz and 2x30MHz of 1800MHz in two separate
auction processes, with the available spectrum in each band pre-packaged into two
frequency specific licences of equal size.
NBTC’s decision to package spectrum into two lots in either auction means that there could
only ever be two winners in each auction, and potentially only two winners overall (namely
in the case where the same two bidders secured both low and high frequency spectrum).
This could potentially limit retail competition in the longer term, and the willingness to pay
of bidders could conceivably not just reflect the commercial and technical value of spectrum,
but also include a substantial premium for denying access to competitors.
Splitting the award into two sequential auctions potentially has a detrimental impact on
efficiency. This is because spectrum in the 900MHz and the 1800MHz band may be
substitutable or complementary from the perspective of bidders. With sequential auctions,
bidders will not be able to switch between the bands in response to changes in relative
prices, and will be less well able to manage aggregation risks if they wish to acquire a
combination of low and high frequency spectrum.
With sequential auctions, bidders will need to form expectations about what they might be
likely to win in the second auction, and at what price, when bidding in the first. In particular,
if bidders had synergy values from acquiring spectrum in both bands, it would be difficult to
express such synergy value in sequential auctions.
This creates unnecessary complexity, and opens up the scope for inefficiency as a result of
incorrect expectations. Indeed, the reason for the increasing prevalence of multi-band
auctions in which multiple bands are being included in a single award with bidders being
able to switch freely in response to price differences is that this improves efficiency when
spectrum may be substitutable as well as complementary.
A more flexible approach would have been to offer the available spectrum in small chunks
(2x5MHz lots), allowing competing bids in the auction the determine the number of winners
(and their holdings) in each band, with appropriate spectrum caps to safeguard downstream
competition. Auctioning both bands simultaneous rather than sequentially in the same
auction process would have allowed bidders to express synergy values from buying
spectrum in both bands, or to substitute from one band to the other depending on relative
prices.
It would seem likely that the NBTC chose to run sequential auctions not because it was in a
hurry to auction off 1800MHz spectrum at the earliest opportunity as both auctions were
initially scheduled close together. Rather it was a deliberate design choice to run the
auctions sequentially.
In this regard, we note that the existing mobile operators did call for spectrum to be
packaged in 2x5MHz lots rather than 2x10MHz and for both 900MHz and 1800MHz spectrum
to be auctioned off in the same process in the public hearing for the 900MHz auction.
2.3.2

Auction format

Both auctions used a “Simultaneous Multiple Round Ascending” (SMRA) auction format. This
popular auction format was pioneered in the nineties by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) in the US and has since been used by many regulators globally. This
auction format was also used by the NBTC for the 3G auction in 2012.
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In this auction format, bids are invited on each lot simultaneously at a round price
announced by the auctioneer. A provisional winner (standing high bidder) is nominated by
the auctioneer based on the bids received at the end of each round. If there is more than
one bid for a lot (excess demand), the auctioneer will increase the price of this lot in the next
round and invite new bids. The process continues until there is no excess demand for either
lot. The provisional winner in the final round will be the winner of the lot and will pay its
standing high bid for the lot.
A main benefit of using an open auction format such as the SMRA, is that it allows for price
discovery: allowing bidders to observe how demand changes as prices rise can help alleviate
common value uncertainty24 as bidders can update their valuations in light of observed
demand from others over the course of the auction. This generally reduces the risk of
winner’s curse and helps bidders form more accurate estimations of the value of the
spectrum on offer. The SMRA also allows bidders to respond to price differences, thereby
addressing substitution risks (subject to some limits to switching across groups of lots
because of standing high bids), but does little to mitigate aggregation risks.25 Mobile
operators are typically familiar with the SMRA format, given that it has commonly been used
by regulators around the world for spectrum auctions.
Perhaps the NBTC decided not to offer spectrum in 2x5MHz lots because doing so in an
SMRA auction format would present bidders with aggregation (and potentially some)
substitution risk.26 However, pre-packaging spectrum into larger blocks is not the only way
to mitigate aggregation and substitution risk. Combinatorial auction formats that allow
bidders to make bids in packages would also eliminate these risks whilst allowing spectrum
to be offered in 2x5MHz lots, potentially improving the efficiency of the auction process as a
wider range of auction outcomes including outcomes with more than two winners would be
feasible.
2.3.3

Bidding schedule

The Thai auctions used an unprecedented round-the-clock bidding schedule, without any
sleep breaks in the case of the 1800MHz auction and with minimal sleep breaks in the case of

24

Common value uncertainty captures the fact that in many auctions the value of the lots on offer is similar for
different bidders because it is driven by common factors (such as likely demand development, equipment
availability etc.), but subject to uncertainty as bidders need to form expectations about the way in which these
factors will develop. If bidders’ estimates are correct on average, then there is a risk that a bidder who is bidding
according to its own estimate will over-pay: the lot(s) will be won by the bidder with the highest value estimate,
which by definition must be higher than the (correct) average estimate. This is known as ‘winner’s curse’, and
rational bidders should bid more conservatively in order to avoid such an outcome. With common value
uncertainty, obtaining information about other bidders’ valuation can help a bidder to update its valuation
estimate. Seeing other bidders bid more aggressively suggests that the bidder’s estimate is towards the lower
end, and vice versa.
25
In multi-unit auctions, the lots on offer may be substitutes or complements. Where lots are substitutes, bidders
will typically want to acquire the lowest priced lot(s), and substitution risk refers to the risk of not being able to
switch bids to bid on the most preferred lots at a given price. With complements, there is a risk of winning some,
but not all of the complementary lots, which then means that the full value of the set cannot be realised. Both of
these risks are present in SMRA auctions as bidders are “locked in” through their standing high bids, potentially
preventing them from switching a set of bids to cheaper lots (substitution risk) or to exit cleanly from the auction
(aggregation risk).
26

Bidders are likely to have synergy value from winning contiguous spectrum and for larger holdings. Offering
spectrum in 2x5MHz blocks in a SMRA format may expose bidders to the risk of not winning all of the desired
spectrum blocks.
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the 900MHz auction. With this schedule, 86 rounds were completed in 33 hours of bidding
for the 1800Mhz auction; the 900MHz auction managed to cram 198 rounds of bidding in
around twice that time. With a more typical bidding schedule of maybe up to ten rounds
per day, and bidding in business hours only, these auctions would have taken around two
weeks and five weeks respectively.
Whilst the intense bidding schedule has certainly prevented the long auction processes we
have seen in other jurisdictions, where auction durations of multiple weeks are normal and
sometimes bidding carries on over months, it is questionable whether round the clock
bidding is appropriate for high-value transactions with substantial implications for the longterm future of major companies. Full consideration of all options and rational decisionmaking are likely to be left by the roadside under the intense pressure of bidding round the
clock with little or no sleep.
Combined with the ‘now-or-never’ attitude that bidders might have had going into the
auction, such a high-pressure bidding schedule may be responsible for the fact that some
bidders could well have bid above their means. The fact that Jas outbid market leader AIS
and DTAC, which - armed with a THB70 billion budget - seemed confident of winning at least
one of the 900MHz lots, reflects just how aggressively Jas was in the auction. Jas’
subsequent failure to secure a loan or strategic partner to fund its mobile business
ambitions, leading to default on its enormous licence fee, suggest that the company has bid
well above its means and potentially above expected market value in the auction.
If having a quick process was important to NBTC, alternative options would have been
available. For example, running a simple ascending clock auction might have resulted in
prices increasing more quickly than in an SMRA, even one in which there were only two lots
available. Given that the frenzied bidding schedule allowed little time for reflection and
adjustment of bidding strategy in light of observed behavior, a simple sealed bid format
could have been chosen. Also, given that the spectrum would have sold at the NBTC’s
estimated value (THB15.912 billion for a 2x15MHz 1800MHz licence and THB12.864 billion for
a 2x10MHz 900MHz licence) if less than three bidders had shown up, there is no obvious
reason to start bidding at 80% of this value, in particular if shortening the process had been a
consideration.

3

Auction outcome

Given the considerable uncertainty over future spectrum availability facing the operators in
Thailand, the limited number of licences available, and a bidding environment that was
perhaps conducive to the development of ‘auction fever’, it should not be surprising that the
prices achieved were high. In this section, we compare the Thai licence prices against
international benchmarks and review some of the market developments post auction.

3.1 Licence prices
In this sub-section, we compare the Thai licences prices to international auction benchmarks.
As 900MHz had been assigned in many countries before auctions became common, the
sample of 900MHz auctions is small and we will therefore include prices for sub-1GHz
spectrum in other bands (mainly 700MHz and 800MHz) in our comparison. These other
bands are generally considered to have comparable technical value given their similar
propagation characteristics, and their overall value in the long term should be comparable to
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that of 900MHz. The international sample of 1800MHz auctions is sufficiently rich to provide
a comparator.27
In order to compare prices of licences with different durations from different countries and
over time we:
•

•

normalise licence prices28 to the corresponding price for a 15-year licence for sub1GHz benchmarks and an 18-year term for the 1800MHz sample (corresponding to
the Thai licence terms); and
convert them to a common currency and adjust for inflation.

Specifically, we will show prices on a per MHz per capita basis in 2015 United State Dollars
(USD) using Purchasing Price Parity (PPP) rates for the conversion of local currencies. Using
PPP rates allows us to compare real prices across different countries, though PPP exchange
rates reflect general price level differences across countries rather than those specific to
telecoms services. We therefore also include figures where the market exchange rates have
been used for currency conversion. In both cases, we use US Consumer Price Index (CPI) data
to adjust for inflation. In the diagrams below, we show individual price points from various
awards over time, as well as the mean of each sample excluding outliers.29 Non-filled
markers in the figures below identify outlier observations. Prices are shown on a logarithmic
scale.
3.1.1

900MHz

Figure 1 and Figure 2 below show benchmarks of sub-1GHz licence prices achieved using
PPP rates and market exchange rates for conversion into 2015 USD prices respectively. The
sample mean is much higher in Figure 1, which is mainly because auction prices of the lower
income countries are significantly higher when PPP rates are used. This shows that the Thai
900MHz licence prices are very high compared with international auction benchmarks of
sub-1GHz spectrum. Using PPP rates, the Thai 900Mhz licences were the second most
expensive in the sample (trumped only by the exceptional prices achieved in the Indian
auction of spectrum in key metropolitan areas); when market exchange rates are used, the
price ranks seventh highest.

27

Note that our samples exclude results from multi-band combinatorial auctions where prices paid are for
packages containing spectrum in different bands which cannot easily be de-composed into individual band
values.
28

We calculate band specific average prices for each auction using the weighted average of the prices of all
licences that were sold in the auction. Licence prices are weighted by the size of the licence (total spectrum
endowment in MHz) and the population covered by the licence, which means that larger licences (in MHz terms)
and, in the case of regional licences, those of key metropolitan areas have a larger influence on the average price
for the award. Licence prices include the net present value (NPV) of any annual fees, where applicable. The NPV
approach also takes account of allowing deferred payment on licence prices where applicable, and is used to
adjust for different licence durations, assuming constant nominal value per annum. NPVs have been calculated
using a representative discount rate of 8% (noting that our analysis is not particularly sensitive to the specific
value of the discount rate).
29

Outliers are defined using the box blot method as observations that lie beyond the outer fence (see paragraph
53 and Figure 2 in Ofcom, International benchmarking of 900MHz and 1800MHz spectrum value, September
2013: http://www.dotecon.com/assets/images/benchmarking-ofcom2013.pdf).
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Figure 1: International benchmarks of sub-1GHz licence prices achieved at auction
(price per MHz pop, converted to 2015 USD using PPP rates)

Source: DotEcon Spectrum Awards Database
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Figure 2: International benchmarks of sub-1GHz licence prices achieved at auction
(price per MHz pop, converted to 2015 USD using market exchange rates)

Source: DotEcon Spectrum Awards Database

Spectrum auctions in Hong Kong and India have regularly produced high licence prices –
spectrum is scarce in both markets and typically fiercely competed over. In the 2014 auction
in India, 900MHz spectrum was only available in key metropolitan areas of Delhi, Mumbai
and Kolkata. It is common for spectrum prices in key cities to be substantially above the
national average.
In the Canadian 700MHz auction30 tight spectrum caps imposed on the national operators
(Rogers, Bell and Telus) meant that effectively one block of paired spectrum was reserved for
small wireless service providers. This resulted in intense competition in particular amongst
the large wireless service providers in the auction, and specifically for the paired spectrum in
the lower band as this provided the opportunity for larger providers to acquire more
contiguous spectrum.
The Polish auction in 2015 saw five bidders (including new entrant, NetNet) compete for five
800MHz lots with each bidder able to bid for up to two lots, resulting in intense competition
for 800MHz in the auction. The closing rule of the auction was tweaked mid-auction by the
regulator, with a first price sealed bid process introduced at the end of 115 days of bidding
to resolve any outstanding excess demand. This resulted in two blocks being significantly
more expensive than other blocks in the 800MHz. In addition, the legal framework in Poland
30

The Canadian 700MHz auction was implemented using a “Combinatorial Clock Auction” format. Rogers, Bell
and Telus won varying amounts of spectrum across different regions. As it is not straightforward to breakdown
their package prices into individual (regional) licence prices to calculate the weighted award average price as we
have done for other auctions in the sample, for the Canadian auction average price, we calculate this as total
auction revenue divided by the product of the population of Canada and the average amount of spectrum sold
nationally - 67.3MHz (including unpaired spectrum).
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means that bids may not necessarily binding and NetNet has indeed indicated that it will not
be taking up the licence it won and default on the payment of the licence fees.31
Notably, many of these auctions where high licence prices were achieved were auctions
where bidders won only small amounts (less than 2x7MHz) of spectrum as a result of tight
spectrum caps and/or intense competition over spectrum; or won spectrum in key metros
only rather than nationally.
Looking at national licences with a substantial spectrum endowment comparable to the Thai
900MHz licences (2x10MHz and above) we find no large national licence of sub-1GHz
spectrum that sold for a higher price than the Thai 900MHz licences. This holds both when
PPP and market exchange rates were used. In this sense, the Thai 900MHz licence prices
were indeed “world record” at two to three times the price of the next most expensive sub1GHz-large-national licence. Table 1 below presents a list of the highest licence prices of
national or near-national licences of sub-1GHz spectrum.32 It shows that the Thai 900MHz
licence prices are indeed significantly higher than that paid elsewhere, with only Rogers in
the Canadian 700MHz auction paying anywhere close to the sums Jas and True have bid.

31

Minister rules out relaunching Polish 4G auction, Policy Tracker, 05/02/2016:
http://www.policytracker.com/headlines/polish-4g-auction-wrongly-carried-out-and-completed
32

Only licence prices for bidders who won spectrum nationally or near-nationally are presented in this table.
Notably, there are other bidders who have paid higher prices (per MHz per head of population) for sub-1GHz
spectrum than Jas and True did in the Thai 900MHz auction, though they did not acquire spectrum nationally.
For instance, AT&T paid a weighted average of around US$4.50 per MHz per head of population for its licences
covering more than half the population of the US in the 700MHz auction in 2008. In the 2015 Indian auction, Tata
paid a weighted average of around US$4.60 per MHz per head of population for its 800MHz licences covering a
population of just under 240 million.
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Table 1: Licence prices of large, national or near national licences
Country (Year
of auction)

Winner

Licence details

Average licence price per MHz per
head of population (2015 USD
converted using PPP rates)

Thailand
(2015)

True

2x10MHz, 900MHz (National)

True: 3.55

Czech
Republic
(2013)

Vodafone

2x10MHz, 800MHz (National)

0.98

Turkey (2015)

Vodafone

2x10MHz, 800MHz (National)

Vodafone: 0.71

Jas

Jas: 3.52

Avea

Avea: 0.70

Turkcell

Turkcell: 0.68

US (2008)

Verizon

Verizon: 2x9MHz on average,
700MHz, (near national)

1.57*

Canada (2013)

Rogers

Rogers: just over 2x11MHz on
average, 700MHz (near national)

Rogers: 3.03

Bell
Telus

Bell: 16MHz on average (including
unpaired spectrum in some regions),
700MHz (national)

Bell: 0.74
Telus: 1.25**

Telus: 19 on average (including
unpaired spectrum in some regions),
700MHz (national)
* Verizon’s average licence value is calculated as the weighted average price of all its licences won in the auction.
Licence prices are weighted by the size of the licence (total spectrum endowment in MHz) and the population
covered by the licence.
** As noted in footnote 30, the Canadian 700MHz auction was a package auction and Rogers, Bell and Telus won
varying amounts of spectrum across different regions. The average licence price for each operator is calculated as
their individual package prices divided by the product of the total population covered by the licences they
purchased and the weighted average amount of spectrum won in these regions. Weighted average amount of
spectrum is calculated using the population of a region as the relevant weight.

3.1.2

1800MHz

The Thai 1800MHz licence prices were more than double NBTC’s estimated value of the
spectrum and slightly less than a third of 900MHz prices on a per MHz basis. In addition, the
1800MHz spectrum sold for almost six times the price of 2100MHz spectrum in 2012 on a per
MHz basis, although both bands should be broadly comparable (given that both are capacity
bands, even though 1800MHz is likely to be slightly superior in terms of propagation
characteristics). The fall in share prices of all four bidders when prices exceeded NBTC’s full
value estimate is an indication of market sentiment that the 1800MHz licence prices were
high.
Comparing the Thai prices against international benchmarks in Figure 3 and Figure 4 below
confirm that like the 900MHz licences, the 1800MHz licence prices are indeed high relative to
the international average. Nonetheless, unlike the case for the 900MHz licences, the
1800MHz licence prices are not at the extreme upper end of the sample.
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Figure 3: International benchmarks of 1800MHz licence prices achieved at auction
(price per MHz pop, converted to 2015 USD using PPP rates )

Source: DotEcon Spectrum Awards Database
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Figure 4: International benchmarks of 1800MHz licence prices achieved at auction
(price per MHz pop, converted to 2015 USD using market exchange rates)

Source: DotEcon Spectrum Awards Database

3.2 Developments post auction
True having won in both the 900MHz and 1800MHz auctions became the most wellendowed operator in terms of spectrum holdings post auction. Market leader AIS on the
other hand has no access to sub-1GHz spectrum and secured a 2G roaming deal soon after
the auction with DTAC that would allow it to continue to provide 2G services after it shuts
down its 900MHz network.33 DTAC despite failing to win in both auctions still has access to a
reasonable amount of spectrum via its concessionary deal with CAT.

33
AIS secures 2G roaming deal with rival network, Cellular News, 09/02/2016: http://www.cellularnews.com/story/Operators/68494.php
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Table 2: Spectrum holdings post auction
AIS

True

DTAC

Jas

Mobile subscriber share34

45.5%

22.2%

29.9%

0%

Sub-1GHz spectrum

Nil

850MHz:
2x15MHz

850MHz:
2x10MHz

Nil

Nil

900MHz:
2x10MHz

Above-1GHz spectrum

1.8GHz: 2x15MHz

1.8GHz: 2x15MHz

1.8GHz: 2x25MHz

2.1GHz: 2x15MHz

2.1GHz: 2x15MHz

2.1GHz: 2x15MHz

(won 900MHz:
2x10MHz but
defaulted on
payment)

Jas has since defaulted on its licence fee payment and NBTC is currently putting in place plan
to re-auction the 900MHz licence. NBTC has indicated that it would take roughly four
months to prepare and implement the re-auction and that the starting price for the 900MHz
licence in the re-auction would be Jas’ winning bid of THB75.65 billion.
AIS has commented that it would not be interested in the re-auctioned licence if reserve
prices were at the levels of the winning bids of the 900MHz auction (around THB75 billion).
Meanwhile, having lost out in the auction, DTAC has been pursuing “plan B”, announcing
plans to increase its network investment by THB70 billion (the sum of its highest bid in the
900MHz auction) over the next three years in order to meet demands on its network.35
Therefore, it is not clear how much demand there would be from AIS or DTAC for the
spectrum at a reserve price of THB75 billion. In particular, even assuming that valuations of
AIS and DTAC for the 900MHs licence remain unchanged, excluding any greenfield entrants
and True who will not be allowed to bid in the re-auction, it is unlikely that there would be
competing bids for spectrum above THB70 billion (DTAC’s valuation for the licence). To
encourage competition for the licence in the auction, the reserve price would almost
certainly have to be below spectrum at THB70 billion. It would be difficult to justify a lower
reserve price in the re-auction however, given how much True has paid for its licence.
This is a catch-22 situation where NBTC would have to lower the reserve price to below the
level of the winning bids in the first auction in order to assign the unassigned licence.
However, it would be difficult to justify selling off virtually identical licences in two separate
auction process so close apart at significantly different licence prices, and the only way out
may be to delay assigning the spectrum for some time. This would of course leave valuable
spectrum unused, to the detriment of the industry and ultimately mobile subscribers.

4 Lessons learnt
Replacing the somewhat arcane concession system with auctions for the direct assignment
of spectrum to mobile operators would seem to be a good move. It brings Thailand in line

34

NBTC, Telecommunications Market Report, Q3 2015.

35
DTAC planning $2 billion network upgrade, Cellular News, 15/02/2016: http://www.cellularnews.com/story/Operators/68523.php
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with international best practice and can be an effective tool for achieving NBTC’s objectives
of assigning spectrum in a fair and transparent manner whilst ensuring a reasonable returns
for the state for the use of a scare and valuable public resource.
However, auctions need to be well designed and implemented in order to achieve their
objective. The default of one winner in light of the high prices achieved is a problem that
should have been avoidable. Admittedly, operating in an environment fraught with legal
and political uncertainty and subject to a constant threat of litigation by CAT and TOT, the
NBTC does not have an easy task, but some of the design choices made by the regulator
appear to be questionable. In particular, the decision to offer large pre-packaged licences
sequentially is somewhat questionable, as is the concept of running a high-value auction
with substantive implications for the telecoms market as a non-stop bidding marathon.
The pace of bidding also left little time for the NBTC to consider the implications of
ballooning bids. While the default of Jas on its licence is somewhat unfortunate, this could
perhaps have been avoided if deposit requirements had been more demanding. It is not
uncommon for regulators to request participating bidders to submit initial deposits covering
the reserve price of the spectrum they wish to acquire in the auction, and some regulators
also require that bidders increase their deposit levels as bid values in the auction rise. Such
requirements would ensure that bidders only make bids they are prepared to honour. In
contrast, bidders in the Thai auction were only required to place an initial bank guarantee of
5% of reserve prices, and no practical way of asking for an increase to match increasing bid
levels.
Regulators should also allow serious bidders a reasonable amount of time to plan and
prepare for participation in an auction. Avoiding delays in scheduled auctions or last minute
changes to key aspects of an auction right before the start or during the process is important
to allow bidders clarity and to prepare effectively and bid rationally. All of which would
contribute to an efficient auction outcome and increasing telecom investment in Thailand.
Overall, while auctioning spectrum is indeed a step in the right direction for NBTC and
Thailand, the details of auction design, rules and process matter. Being able to run the two
auctions in the face of fierce opposition from CAT and TOT is undoubtedly an achievement,
but it is important to acknowledge the bigger picture of future spectrum availability and
future access to spectrum. In particular, the NBTC and Thai government should provide
greater clarity to operators over future spectrum availability, drawing a clear line for
transitioning from the system of concessionary spectrum access to auctioning spectrum and
creating an environment of legal certainty in which the potential for TOT and CAT to disrupt
the process is greatly reduced.
Last but not least, whilst trying to come to an agreement with DTAC (and CAT) to increase
the amount of spectrum available in the auction was well-intended, there is much scope for
using modern auction formats to achieve similar objectives more transparently and
efficiently. For example, auction processes can be structured to allow existing licensees to
“trade in” spectrum or bid for early liberalisation in an objective manner36, and a similar
arrangement could have been used in Thailand.

36

For instance, the 800MHz, 900MHz and 1800MHz auction in Ireland.
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